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Department of Performance, Play & Design

Theater Arts Facility Reservation and Use Policy

Reservations and scheduling for all Theater Arts Center facilities are managed by the current Programs
Coordinator, Devina Martinez (dmartinez@ucsc.edu).

General Policy

● Theater Arts courses have priority over scheduling of all Theater Arts Center spaces, then
productions.

● The first two weeks of each quarter are not available for sign-up, due to potential last-minute
class scheduling changes and additions, unless approved in advance.

● Requests should be submitted forty-eight (48) business hours in advanced.
● You may only sign up for three (3) hours in any day.
● All users must leave these spaces before midnight (12:00am). No exceptions!
● All spaces should be clean and secured upon leaving:

○ Turn off lights and other electronic equipment, and close and lock doors where
appropriate.

○ Weather permitting, windows and doors should be open during rehearsals for better

ventilation. Please close them when you leave, as critters and weather can get in and

damage the studios.

○ Please turn on the air filters while rehearsing and turn them off before you leave.

○ You must leave the space clear and tidy for the next user and reset furniture is
applicable.

○ No food or drink permitted in the studios.

● Masks are required at all times when rehearsing. This includes solo rehearsals, since aerosols

remain in the air for hours afterwards.

Dance Studios

Rule One: when you visit be sure to take off your shoes before walking onto the floors. The dance
studios are used for both creative research and course instructional purposes. Faculty use the studios to
make creative works and for rehearsals. They are the movement-based faculty's “labs” equipped with
specialized features. These features have been recently renovated with new faculty start up funds,
including floor to ceiling mirrors, wraparound curtains, ballet “barres,” audio-visual and Internet
technologies and, most importantly, new wooden floors with expensive sub flooring for biomechanical
and injury prevention reasons. The dance studios are uniquely fragile and will suffer badly if they are not
used properly for the right reason, just like any research or instructional lab space on campus.
Anyone—students, staff, faculty, visitors—who are given permission to use the studios must abide by
these rules or risk losing the privilege of using the studios. Studios are available to all Dance, Theater
arts, and students working with a dance faculty member, by emailing the Programs Coordinator, Devina
Martinez (dmartinez@ucsc.edu) SOAR and student teams must reach out to the Reservations
Coordinator Jenaro Ordonez (jenaro@ucsc.edu). Anyone who wants to work in the studio must be able
to describe clearly why they need this space with its specialized features.

Policies are subject to change based on department need.
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● A104: The A104 studio has a Marley floor. We allow those dance styles and movement forms

that require shoes: Ballet, Folklorico, HipHop, Tap, etc.

● A105: A105 has been used as a “wooden” floor space; that is, it remains bare without a floor

covering or rubber top layer. A105 should only ever be used for so called “barefoot”

dancing/moving, so no shoes are allowed. Shoes that scuff, sneakers that inadvertently carry in

small pebbles that scratch, and rosin sticky patches all seriously degrade wooden floors,

effectively producing unnecessary wear and tear and making the floors dangerous for barefoot

usage.

Acting Studios

The drama studios and classrooms are not available for student sign-up/use on weekends.

● C-100: C100 has recently refinished and surfaced floors and can not be used for any sort of tap
shoes or rehearsals that require tapping or pounding of hard items, sticks etc. Shoes that scuff,
sneakers that inadvertently carry in small pebbles that scratch, and rosin sticky patches all
seriously degrade wooden floors, so be cautious before entering the studios.

● B-100 and E-100: Student use during the weekends, holidays, and breaks is not permitted. The
drama studios are open (unlocked) from 8:00am to 12:00am, Mon - Fri, except during breaks and
holidays. Use of B100 is reserved for BarnStorm rehearsals and activities.

Classrooms/Conference Rooms
Classrooms and conference rooms are only permitted by use of PPD Students, staff, and faculty. Outside
use is not permitted.

● B201, C102, J101 and J102: C102 is only available to Design/Tech students and faculty, unless
special permission is arranged in advance. J-101 and J-102 may not be used for rehearsals. The
schedules for these spaces are not posted. After reserving these spaces with the Programs
Coordinator, a key code or key will be needed for access, obtained from Eric Mack
(techie@ucsc.edu). Keys must be returned, without fail, by the last week of each quarter or the
user will forfeit the privilege of future use.

**2022-2023 year B201 and B100 is reserved for BarnStorm rehearsals and activities. Any requests to use
this space must go through the BarnStorm Directors.**
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